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Summary 

Continued development in inertial fusion reactor 
research identifies the potential of providing beam 
of heavy ions associated with long pulse duration, low 
level of kinetic energy and multi-killoamperes current. 
This paper presents continuation of work for the ulti- 
mate goal of precision design in the spark gap switch- 
ing mechanism for the linear induction accelerators 
including the core type as well as the line type. The 
pulse switching involves the utilization of the satu- 
rable - resistor with hard ferromagnetic material core, 
where sudden changes in its ohmic value can provide 
precise automatic switching synchronized with that of 
the charging beam. Calculations centered on establish- 
ing remarkable switching sequence spectrum with respect 
to the fundamental frequency as well as for a discrete 
sequence of harmonics contained in the saturable- 
resistor exciting current. Discrete time switchings 
are characterized in the form of discrete pulses with 
continuous ascending sharp increase in amplitude and 
controlled reduction in time duration. 

Properties of Hard Magnetic Core Reactor(l,2,3) ___-. 

Closed core reactor with hard ferromagnetic core is 
known as the saturable resistor. It has the following 
properties: 

a. The ohmic values, namely the impedance reac- 
tance and resistance will rise sharply be- 
yond the level of the AC pick-up current, 
attaining their peak followed by a rapid de- 
cline in the saturation regime to almost zero 
values, as shown in Fig. 1. 

b. The resistive component is hysteresis in nature 
and hence is a linear function of frequency. 

C. The reactor power factor is almost constant. 

d. The normal magnetization curve is a displaced 
mode where the magnetic induction B starts its 
rise when the field H is larger than the coer- 
cive force Hc, as shown in Fig. 2 

e. Absolute values for the impedance, reactance 
and resistance could be reduced substantially 
by the superposition of DC field. 
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Solution of the Induced Electric Field(2,3,5-6) - 

From previous work carried out by this author, 
solution of the induced electric field produced by a 
sinusoidal applied magnetic field of the form 
h(t) = Hm sin Wt is rewritten below, 

E=& (') 

where 

kl =k4, k 2 = n H,-k Hc H m 

kg = - n Hc, k+ (2) 

HC 
= coercive force in At/n 

n, m are constants for the electrical conductivity 

0, 
G = l/mh + n 

h = Hm sin Wt 

(3) 

!?, = length of the magnetic path 

N = reactor number of turns 

From previous experimental work conducted on a three 
phase saturable-resistor with ALNICO 5-7 core, the 
following waveforms for the E field were obtained be- 
fore and after saturation as shown in Fig. 3a,b. 
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Pre-saturation State. Post-saturation State 

From Fig. 3a, the conclusion that can be drawn is 
that for an external magnetic excitation sinusoidal in 
form will induce a set of odd rectangular pulses for 
the electric field in the region below saturation and 
a similar set of odd triangular pulse for the region 
within and beyond saturation as in Fig. 3b. 

To express the induced electric field in the pre- 
saturation regime in the form of sinusoids, Fourier 
expansion has been obtained for e : 

P 

e = 
? 

p‘ bn sin nwt (4) 

~Tr-wKC n=l 

b ’ =- 

i 
A sin not dt 
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WtC Fig. 2 
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-2A = 
nn cos nWtc (5) 

m . . 

r-2A cos nwt sin nwt ep=j *lT c 
ii 

where n-l 

A = amplitude of ep in the rectangular pulse 

t = 
C 

commencing time of magnetization within the 
hard ferromagnetic core. 

sP 
= pre-magnetization induced field. 

Turning to the post-saturation regime where the 
induced electric field waveform is triangular nulse 
and designated as es, 

Awt Awtc 
e 

s1 = n/2-2wtc + zwt,-n/2 

for (Wt,) < wt ,' (; - wtc) 

ZAot, 
e 

s2 
= + wt + (2A - 7) 

for ( 5 -wtc) < Wt 5 (n-Utc) 

b ' = - iinnwtdt + envw:in nwt dt 
nse IT 

i s2 1 71 - -wtc 2 

(7) 

(8) 

1 A Awtc 
b = - 

*se n n'(?j -2wt 
+ nWtc + 

C 
n*(2wt,- f) 

htc + 
n'it(2wtc - +) 

- $-(l-y + wtC - nwt,) (9) 
nx 

m 

IE 

sin nwt 

[ ! 

A e = cos wt + nwtc 
S n c 

n=l 
n2(G -2wtc) 

&CC 2A htC 
+ 

nn(2wt, - ; z 
- (sinwtc) 

na(2wtc- 4) + 

2A 
sin nwt c 

l+ 5 - nwt, - 2 (l- 5 + wt 
C 

1, n'li 

- *wtc) II’ 
JJ 

Eqs. 6 and 10 refer to the set of harmonics con- 
tained within the induced electric field in the pre 
and post saturation regimes. 

However the generated surface impedance will 
account to only the fundamental components of the 
applied h field and that from the induced. Therefore 
to account for other harmonics contained in the induced 
(e) field, a similar waveform for the (h) field must be 
applied to generate an (n) spectrum of surface 
impedances oc 

r . . hp = L bnph sin nwt 
n=l 

(11) (wtc) 5 wt $ n - wt c 

hp is a set of rectangular pulses 

and 
co 

hs = 

z 

b 
nsh 

sin ruct (12) 
4 f n= 

hs is a set of triangular pulses 

h h = applied magnetic field for the pre and post 
P' s saturation of the saturable resistor. 

Spectrum of Surface Impedances(3-7) 

In the pre-saturation regime, let 2 be the 
generated surface impedance which can bg'expressed: 

co 

z =ep(t)= 
sP hpW c 

-+ cos n tc sin IlWet 

b 
*ph 

sin nw h t 
n=O 

(13) 

And the post-saturation surface impedance designated 
as Z ss could be expressed as, 

m 
b 

2 
nse sin nWet 

= 
ss b nsh 

sin nwht (14) 

n=O 
b *se is expressed in equation 9 

Criteria expressed in equations 13 and 14 refer to 
the surge impedance the saturable resistor can offer 
in the pre and post period of saturation. we and uh, 

each represents the angular frequency for the induced 
electric field and the exciting applied magnetic field 
respectively. 

For prompt switching on the spark gap network of 
the particle accelerator, regarding the charging beam, 
complete synchronization between we and c+, must be 
ensured. 2 is the harmonic impedance for switch 
opening andSPZss is the harmonic impedance for switch 
closing. 

Accelerators Equations (4-7) 

1. Core Linear Induction Accelerator: 

P total = P core + 'sat , P.S. 

P (15) 
sat-p 

= $ Re(Zsp) 

P sat-s = t Re(Zss) 

iC 

rrd2 

= -tot. 
Jba+b 

and that 

P sat P sat-s 
P > 

where 

A = accelerator core cross-section. 

b,a = inner and outer diameter of accelerator core. 

p is the resistivity 

2. Line Conical Accelerator 

z. = accelerator characteristic impedance 
= 120 in ctn S/2 
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3. 

4. 

0 = angular inclination of the cone. 
For perfect switching of the charging beam, prompt 
matching between Z, and the switching impedance 
offered by the saturable resistor through the 
control network must be set. This could imply 
a variable conical angle 8. 

. . 
=0 

=Z 
SP 

switch opening 
switching closing 

=.Z 
SS 

Line Cylindrical Accelerator 

(16) 

ZO = 60 R, ; = 60 R, $ (17) 

= 2. 
sP 

switch opening 

=z 
58 

switching closing 

where a, b, c = geometircal dimensions of the 
accelerator 

Electron Auto-Accelerator 

z 0 
= Va/ic-ib = 60 .f,n f (18) 

where 

lcp ib = charging current and accelerating current 
respectively 

"a = accelerating voltage 

Also for prompt switching on and off complete 
synchronization and matching must be secured between 
Z, and Zsp (switching off) and Z,, (switching on). 

"a = (ic-ib)zsp, zss (19) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

2. 

Longer pulse duration for the accelerating beam 
could be feasibly ensured through the insertion of 
a saturable resistor in the control network of the 
particle accelerator. 

Pulse duration in the order of usec. could be 
expected for the accelerating beam since the 
saturable - resistor has a time constant in the 
order of 13 msec. and front time rise in the order 
of 4 msec. 

Prompt and discrete switching of the charging beam 
could be ensured at a set of distinct periods 
generated by perfect synchronization between the 
applied magnetic field waveform and that of the 
induced electric field. 

Switching on of the powering beam is expected to 
occur when the exciting magnetic field waveform 
is triangular and off for a corresponding 
rectangular wave. 

Synchronized switching could be produced at 
discrete moments corresponding to every harmonic 
contained in the exciting (magnetic) and induced 
(electric) fields. 
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